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Abstract
The quality of biodiversity data publicly accessible via aggregators such as GBIF (Global
Biodiversity Information Facility), the ALA (Atlas of Living Australia), iDigBio (Integrated
Digitized Biocollections), and OBIS (Ocean Biogeographic Information System) is often
questioned, especially by the research community.
The Data Quality Interest Group, established by Biodiversity Information Standards
(TDWG) and GBIF, has been engaged in four main activities: developing a framework for
the assessment and management of data quality using a fitness for use approach; defining
a core set of standardised tests and associated assertions based on Darwin Core terms;
gathering and classifying user stories to form contextual-themed use cases, such as
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species distribution modelling, agrobiodiversity, and invasive species; and developing a
standardised format for building and managing controlled vocabularies of values.
Using the developed framework, data quality profiles have been built from use cases to
represent user needs. Quality assertions can then be used to filter data suitable for a
purpose. The assertions can also be used to provide feedback to data providers and
custodians to assist in improving data quality at the source. A case study, using two
different implementations of tests and assertions based around the Darwin Core "Event
Date" terms, were also tested against GBIF data, to demonstrate that the tests are
implementation agnostic, can be run on large aggregated datasets, and can make
biodiversity data more fit for typical research uses.

Keywords
data quality, profile, framework, fitness for use, standards, tests and assertions, data
quality tests, vocabularies, Darwin Core, GBIF

1. Introduction
Biodiversity Information Standards (TDWG) is a not-for-profit volunteer-based scientific
association formed to establish international collaboration among the world's biological
databases (TDWG 2007). TDWG encourages the wider and more effective dissemination
of information about biological organisms for the benefit of the world at large through the
establishment of biodiversity information standards. In recent years, TDWG has focused on
the development of standards for the exchange and dissemination of different types of
biological and biodiversity data—including names, taxa, specimens, observations, images,
geographic locations, ecology, genetics, traits, and animal movements.
The Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF) is an international network and research
infrastructure that aggregates biodiversity data shared by myriad sources around the world.
The volume of aggregated biodiversity data has increased in recent years, with GBIF now
publishingover 1.3 billion records (GBIF 2018, GBIF 2020). Quality varies considerably
within this mass of data (Gaiji et al. 2013, Mesibov 2013, Mesibov 2018) and issues and
variation in quality affect the fitness for use of these data in different contexts (Chrisman
1991, Chapman 2005a, Chapman 2005b).
Recognising the urgent need to address the data quality issue, TDWG, in conjunction with
GBIF, established a Data Quality Interest Group to examine biodiversity data quality and to
make recommendations on ways to address it (Belbin et al. 2013, Saraiva and Chapman
2013).
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2. Background
Digital exchange of institutional biological data began in the 1970s (Busby 1979) with small
amounts of data, largely between individual institutions and researchers. It wasn't until the
1990s that biodiversity data began to be digitised on a large scale and made available to a
wider audience (e.g., ERIN (Chapman and Busby 1994), FishGopher (see Wiley and
Peterson 2004p. 92), and MaNIS (Stein and Wieczorek 2004)). Most data exchange
initially was in support of taxonomic research, such as the description of new taxa, the
writing of floras and faunas, and for writing monographs. Over time, demand has grown for
biological data to be used for other purposes - for example for species distribution
modelling (Longmore 1989, Peterson et al. 1998), biogeographic analysis and
regionalisation (Thackway and Cresswell 1992), phylogenetic studies (Hamilton 2013), and
conservation analysis (Ponder et al. 2001, Graham et al. 2004).
The development and expansion of the Internet has been a major driver increasing
demand for data from a wider audience, reflected in the development of aggregation
initiatives (Chapman and Busby 1994, Soberon et al. 1996), including some with specific
purposes in mind, such as for species distribution modelling (Stockwell et al. 2006). In
2001, the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF) was established (Edwards 2004,
Lane 2005) with the aim of aggregating data from the world's biological institutions, initially
focusing on specimen data from museums and herbaria, then grid-based data from
conservation initiatives (Yesson et al. 2007, Landuyt et al. 2012), and data from
observation initiatives and citizen science projects (Levatich and Padilla 2016, Mackay
2017). More recently, GBIF has incorporated growing volumes of ecological, genetic, and
other data. GBIF now serves as a platform for aggregating all forms of evidence for the
occurrence of any species in time and space.
The availability of these data has provided opportunities for researchers and data
practitioners to use biodiversity data in new ways (Chapman 2005c). Despite community
efforts to standardise data transfer and delivery, this sharing of data and uses has
identified previously unrecognised issues with the data and its quality for downstream
applications (Rowe 2005, Beck et al. 2014, Maldonado et al. 2015). In 2013, TDWG
established the Data Quality Interest Group (Saraiva and Chapman 2013) to examine and
make recommendations on ways the data may be improved and documented so that users
would have greater certainty with respect to the quality of the data available for their
particular use. In 2015–2016, GBIF coordinated expert task groups on data fitness for use
in three research disciplines: agrobiodiversity (Arnaud et al. 2017), species distribution
modeling (Anderson et al. 2015), and alien and invasive species (McGeoch et al. 2016).
Each of the expert groups was tasked to explore and to summarise the data demands and
the data functionality improvements relevant for their respective research tasks.
The TDWG Data Quality Interest Group (DQIG) identified four main aspects that needed to
be addressed in order to advance towards assessing and enhancing data quality and
fostering its broader use:
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a) a data quality framework, to provide a rigorous means to describe concepts of data
quality, theoretical guidelines for data quality assessment and enhancement using a fitness
for use approach, and a common means for describing data quality needs and analyses of
the fitness for use of data for particular needs;
b) data quality use cases, to determine data quality profiles according to particular needs
of the user, and lead to an understanding of the biodiversity concepts on which data quality
assessments should focus;
c) data quality tests and assertions, to describe in a consistent manner what is being
tested and under which assumptions/parameters, and so define the expected result that
any application of the tests should be able to provide. Tests need to be uniform across the
community, so that, regardless of the implementation, a given test should always return the
same result given the same inputs and parameters.
d) implementations of the tests, to illustrate the ways in which the tests are applied and
the specifics of how the results of the tests are presented. The internal details of how a
specific test is performed are largely left up to the implementor. The test definitions and
specifications are also deliberately agnostic concerning implementation languages and the
software framework within which the tests are executed (e.g., frameworks that group data
by unique values for testing, or data pipelines that operate record by record on multiple
separate parallel test pipelines). Implementations need not necessarily be uniform across
the community, but common specifications need to be followed, and combinations of tests
must follow consistent data quality profiles with a standard form of reporting the results of
tests in order to produce a common community of practice (as discussed below).
Implementations of tests must support the expectations of consumers of data quality
reports, so that the same test run on the same data by different tools will return the same
result.
Following the four aspects described above, the DQIG initially established three Task
Groups (TG), one to develop a framework for the assessment and management of data
quality using a fitness for use approach (Veiga et al. 2017); a second to gather and classify
user stories to form contextually themed use cases, such as species distribution modeling,
agrobiodiversity, and invasive species; and a third to define a core set of standardised tests
and associated assertions based on Darwin Core terms (Wieczorek et al. 2012). In this
paper, we present an example implementation of the tests as a proof of concept of their
applicability, using a subset of data quality tests implemented as Kurator (Morris et al.
2018) workflows. The work of these three Task Groups and of the TDWG Darwin Core
Maintenance Group (Wieczorek 2006) later identified the need for a fourth Task Group to
be established to develop controlled vocabularies of values for Darwin Core terms.
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3. A Fitness for Use Framework
It is essential to have a formal way of talking about, describing and documenting data
quality — the needs of data consumers, the tests that can evaluate data against those
needs, and the results of such tests on sets of data. Formality is particularly important to
enable different implementations of data quality tests to make consistent assertions in
consistent and comparable ways. The first of the three Task Groups (largely the work of
Veiga 2016), produced a framework for formal description of data quality (Veiga et al.
2017).
For any research question, or in order to test any specific hypothesis, it is important to
identify and access the subset of globally and digitally available biodiversity data that are
suitable for the purpose and meets the required thresholds of quality, precision, and
accuracy. The process of discovering which fraction of data is suitable for addressing a
given question is what we term 'data quality assessment'. Quality improvement (through
data proofing and standardization) can be carried out to increase the amount of data that
are fit for use. This process is what we are calling 'data quality management'. Judging
which fraction of the data is fit for use (assessment) and how to improve the fraction that is
not immediately fit for use (management) is not trivial and can only be carried out in the
context of a clear definition of data quality needs.
Data quality assessment and management are highly dependent on context. For example,
a piece of data may be fit for use in a specific context because it has consistent
coordinates and accurate scientific name, but the same piece of data may not be fit for use
in another context because the event date is not complete. Making this piece of data fit for
the second use requires an action, i.e., completing the event date value.
The Fitness for Use Conceptual Framework (FFU Framework) provides a formal structure
and a process for defining the criteria for determining that data are fit for use in a given
context. This formalization separates the concerns of clear descriptions of data quality
needs, descriptions of tools that act on data against those needs, and the content of data
quality reports. The formalization specifies both the elements required to express a
particular data quality need, and explicit connections between assertions made in data
quality reports and data quality needs. To do this, the Framework provides a formal
language and structures for describing data quality needs (through analysis of use cases),
tools for assessing data quality, and data quality reports. The framework uses the concept
of a data quality 'Profile' which defines the components necessary for assessment and
management of the data in the context of a use case (Veiga et al. 2017). Based on the
Profile, a set of data quality reports can be generated to describe the current status of the
quality of a specific piece of data (a single record or set of records). Each resulting 'Report'
comprises a set of data quality assertions generated by one or more data quality 'Solutions'
(i.e., methods and mechanisms used to meet the data quality needs).
The following subsections use the conceptual framework to describe the processes of: (1)
defining a data quality Profile to document data quality needs in a given context; (2)
describing data quality Solutions to meet those data quality needs; and (3) structuring data
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quality Reports for presenting the current status of quality of a data resource, according to
a Profile, and thus the status of that data resource with regard to some data quality need.

3.1. Data Quality Profiling
Due to the idiosyncratic nature of the concept of 'quality', it is essential to understand what
'data fitness for use' means from the data user’s perspective. We can not assert that some
data resource has quality in the abstract, we can only assert that it has quality in regard to
some data user's need for that resource, if it is fit for a particular use. It is understanding
the user's needs in a systematic way, and expressing formally what attributes the data
must have to be fit for a user's purpose, which enables data quality assessment and
management (Chrisman 1991, Strong et al. 1997).
A data quality profile can be defined by following five steps (Fig. 1): (1) defining a use case;
(2) defining the valuable Information Element (IE); (3) defining a data quality measurement
policy (consisting of a set or Meaures with additional context); (4) defining a data quality
validation policy (consisting of a set of Validations with additional context); and (5) defining
a data quality improvement policy (consisting of a set of Improvements with additional
context), which when we get to the report layer will produce proposals for Amendments*2
(Veiga et al. 2017).

Figure 1.
Fitness, Data, and Use components used by the FFU Framework, where the data quality (DQ)
profile describes the fitness for use (or purpose) of some data. The use is expressed as a use
case, the data are an identified set of information elements with value for that use, and the
fitness can be expressed through descriptions of how to measure the fitness, how to validate
whether the values in information elements meet the needs of the use, and what means could
improve data that are not fit for the use, but might be able to become so.

A research question concerning change in the distribution of species over time (which we
could phrase as a use case) will involve some aspect of quality of data with regards to
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time. The researcher may say, a given set of occurrence records have quality for my use if
the dates of observation are known to a resolution of one year or less. From this statement
of a data quality need, we may identify dwc:eventDate*1 as a valuable information
element, and can express "one year or less" as a set of specific measurement, validation,
and improvement tests. We could assert that a measurement is needed to assess the
duration of the interval expressed in the value found in a single record's dwc:eventDate,
and that a positive validation test reflects the duration of the dwc:eventDate in a single
record as less than one year (with a data quality dimension of "Resolution" - see definition
in Suppl. material 1). We could also express ways of potentially improving the data by, for
example, proposing an amendment to the data by populating an empty dwc:eventDate with
the combination of values in dwc:day, dwc:month, and dwc:year. We could then include
these tests in a data quality Profile for this research use and assert that for quality control
for this use, all data in a set of multiple records must have all individual records passing the
validation test of a dwc:eventDate with a duration of one year or less, and that all records
failing this test are excluded. Or for quality assessment, we could express a measurement
of what portion of the records in a set pass this validation test, and (combining with other
tests in this Profile) assert that 40% of the records in some data set are fit for this use.
Explicit in the framework is the idea that data do not have quality, except in the context of
some use. A data quality Profile tells us which tests (measurements, validations,
amendments) are needed to assess data quality or perform data quality control for some
use.

3.2. Data Quality Solutions
Data quality profiles define the requirements of a data user with respect to measuring,
validating, and improving the quality of the data. Policies themselves do not improve data,
so, for the implementation and application of profiles in an organization, concrete means
must be defined for applying those policies. This is the domain of Data Quality Solutions.
Data quality solutions carry the same tripartite division of measurement, validation, and
improvement from the profile into the definition of specifications and mechanisms, as
illustrated in Fig. 2. A Specification asserts how a test is to be implemented, a Mechanism
is something (usually software) that provides that implementation. (Veiga et al. 2017).

Figure 2.
Components of a data quality (DQ) profile and of the data quality solutions in the FFU
Framework.
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For example, for any particular validation test, we can provide a specification of what that
test needs to do (a specification detailed enough for a software developer to provide an
implementation), and then separately assert that one or more independent software
packages contain mechanisms capable of providing that test as part of a data quality
Solution. Specifications should describe the test in pseudo-code in sufficient detail for
unambigous implementation, and must make explicit those assumptions that may be
glossed over in the policy. A policy may state, for example, that for a year in a single record
to have quality for some use, then it must have a value between 1600 and the present
year. A specification would go further in providing guidance to an implementer of the test in
covering the expected behavior of error conditions (what to do if the year is blank, or if it
doesn't contain a value interpretable as an integer representing a year), and what values
the test is to return if the year is in range or if it is not.

3.3. Data Quality Reporting
Data quality reporting documents the status of the quality of a data resource according to a
data quality profile as defined under section 3.1. A data quality report is composed of five
components (from Veiga et al. 2017): (1) a context; (2) data resource; (3) data quality
measures; (4) data quality validations; and (5) data quality amendments, as illustrated in
Fig. 3. The tripartite theme of measurements, validations, and improvements/amendments
is carried across the entire framework. This lets us tie a particular validation test result in a
data quality report back to the mechanism that ran the test, back to the validation policy for
the use case being tested. The formal concepts of the framework provide for both human
readable and machine readable reports, where software can apply quality control for some
use to a dataset relating a data quality report to a specific use case. The formal
specification of information elements and validations, measures, and amendments, also
allows for software implementations that understand how to apply the appropriate set of
tests to the relevant data elements based on a selected data quality profile.

Figure 3.
Components of a data quality (DQ) profile, data quality solutions, and data quality reports used
in the FFU Framework.

With these five components, we are able to build a data quality report that presents the
status of the quality of a data resource in a given context of a use case and its respective
profile, as illustrated in Fig. 4. The framework, by expressing a structure for the report,
allows for the generation of multiple forms of human readable reports from machine
readable report results. For example, in the Kurator project (Morris et al. 2018), color
coded (human readable) spreadsheets of flat Darwin Core data translate the machine
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readable specification of the information elements defining which cells to highlight, and the
specification of validation test result values to know what color highlighting to use (e.g., red
for validation failures).

Figure 4.
Example of a data quality report structure.

3.3.1 Context
The choice of data quality profile under which a data resource is examined may result in
different assertions about the quality of that data resource. For one data quality profile, a
data resource may have quality, for another profile, the same data resource may not. For
example, the same record may have sufficient coordinate resolution for a given use case
but insufficient coordinate resolution for another use case. A study of phenology may
require temporal resolution of occurrences down to a day, while a study of long-term
changes in species distribution may be satisfied with resolution down to a year.
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3.3.2 Data resource
A data resource is an instance of assembled facts. This instance can be a single record
(e.g., a Darwin Core formatted record, a row in a spreadsheet, a citizen science
observation recorded in a mobile application) or a set of records (e.g., an institutional
dataset, aggregated data from different sources, a result obtained from a specific query in
a data portal). The quality of the data resource in the context of a use case is determined
by three components:
1.

Data quality measures - present assertions of measures of the data quality of a
data resource in accordance with a given specification and mechanism (Fig. 5).
The measures are structured as data resource, information element, dimension,
specification, mechanism, and result.

Figure 5.
Example of a data quality measure.
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Data quality validations - present a set of assertions that report if a data resource
is compliant with a specific criterion, according to a given specification and
mechanism (Fig. 6). The validations are structured as data resource, information
element, criterion, specification, mechanism, and result.

Figure 6.
Example of a data quality validation.

3.

Data quality amendments - present a set of suggested amendments for improving
the quality of a data resource according to a given specification and mechanism
(Fig. 7). The amendments are structured as data resource, information element,
data enhancement, specification, mechanism, and result (the amendment in the
result is linked to the concept "improvement" in the data quality profile, however we
often informally refer to amendments across the board in this layer).
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Figure 7.
Example of a data quality amendment.

4. Collecting User Stories that lead to Data Quality Profiles
The Data Quality Use Cases Task Group of the TDWG Data Quality Interest Group was
tasked to develop a set of use cases that are being applied by agencies and user
communities to select records, and/or data sets, for particular purposes (https://
www.tdwg.org/community/bdq/tg-3/). The use cases were placed into a use case library,
which allowed us to develop data quality Profiles, and from these identify a core set of tests
for these Profiles.
The strategy proposed was:
•

Document use cases in a structured format based on the FFU Conceptual
Framework (Veiga et al. 2017).
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Place a use case template in a collaborative editing environment for completion
and discussion.
Contact government and conservation agencies and user communities to establish
and document use cases where they assess data fitness for use.

4.1 Use Case Selection
Use cases were collected by a number of methods to maximise responses. Based on the
framework described above (Veiga et al. 2017) a spreadsheet was developed, as well as a
simpler Google Form. Lead authors of papers published using data accessed via the Atlas
of Living Australia (ALA) were contacted and asked to contribute their research data use
cases, and six papers describing fitness for use determination were sent to the ALA Data
Quality group. Fitness for use and quality checking information from these papers were
extracted and transferred across to the use case library.
Three face-to-face interviews with researchers were also conducted. Interviewees were
asked to describe their research projects and the checks they apply to the downloaded
data before use. Questions asked approximated those from the Google Form, with
additional information requested where details were lacking.
This study included data from 26 submitted use cases, as well as two example use cases
based on general criteria for studies of ecological niche modelling and ecological gap
analysis.

4.2 Mapping the Data Collected to the Use Case Library
To extract information from the submissions, the use cases were broken down for each
mention of data quality criteria utilized. Using the pre-built skeleton for the use case library,
these mentions were mapped onto relevant criteria, dimensions and information elements
in accordance with the FFU Conceptual Framework.
Information regarding the source of the use case and the application for which the data
was being used, was collected to allow for additional analysis. Use cases were sorted into
application groups based on the published papers and on how the use case had been
described. Categories included distribution modelling, database entry, and species list
development.

4.3 Use Case Library Analysis
From other assessments of data quality and fitness for use studies (e.g., Arnaud et al.
2017), analyses were based on the frequency with which certain information elements,
dimensions, and criteria of data quality were used. A similar methodology was employed in
this study. The number of use cases associated with each information element, dimension
and criterion was counted, as was the number of information elements, dimensions and
criteria associated with each use case, and the mean, median and mode determined for
each. Note that definitions for individual criteria, information elements, and dimensions can
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be found in Suppl. material 1. Basically, criteria describe the acceptable levels of data
quality, information elements are terms that represent the content, and dimensions are the
measures of the quality of the criteria (Veiga et al. 2017). Each criteria and dimension were
also associated with a fundamental criterion and fundamental dimension respectively, and
the number of use cases associated with each was also assessed (Suppl. material 2).

4.4 Quality and Area of Interest
Each of the 257 criteria indicated was classified as either a 'quality' criterion or an 'area of
interest' criterion. Criteria such as “precision should be between 0 and 1” and “coordinates
must not be generalised” were classified as 'quality' based, whereas criteria such as
“record must not be classified as a machine observation” or “coordinates must fall within
forest or woodland classed land cover areas” were classified as 'area of interest criteria'.
'Area of interest' classifications were more subjective, being based on information provided
about how the data were used, and not directly indicated by the data user. Of the 257
criteria, 211 were classified as 'quality' based, and 46 as 'area of interest'. The majority of
criteria used to assess fitness for use assessed an aspect of the record that was not
necessarily specific to the project, and as such could be improved for the majority of
applications and uses.

4.5 Criteria
Criteria are statements that describe acceptable levels of data quality. The most commonly
used criteria included: coordinates are complete, the scientific name must match a given
reference list, the coordinates must be within a given range, the basis of record is well
formed, and all the coordinates in a dataset are complete (Fig. 8).
Most use cases utilized 10 criteria when filtering biodiversity data. The mean number of
criteria used in each use case was 13.11, the mode 11 and the median 8. When the
extreme use case based on 101 criteria was excluded from the calculations, the mean was
9.85 criteria. Fig. 9 shows the number of criteria (orange lines) associated with each use
case.
To obtain a more useful representation of the usage of criteria, each criterion was given a
fundamental criterion. A fundamental criterion is a grouping of criteria based on a similar
metric. For example, the fundamental criterion "DQ measure must be in the range"
includes all criteria based on a data range, such as "Precision should be between 0 and 1"
and "Coordinates must be located within the expected region". The list of fundamental
criterion were taken from Table F of the supplementary material ("S1 Supporting
Information – Case Study") in Veiga et al. 2017. This grouped several criteria together and
showed that the fundamental criterion "Data Quality measure must be in the range" is the
predominant criteria used to assess fitness for use (Fig. 10).
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Figure 8.
Number of use cases associated with each criterion (see a full list of criteria in Suppl. material
2). There were 232 criteria that have at least one, but fewer than three use cases and are not
shown. Criteria that are largely based on an Area of Interest are shown in Orange, and those
on Quality Criteria in Blue.

Figure 9.
Number of criteria (orange) and information elements (blue), used by each use case for data
download. A list of criteria and uses cases (abbreviated here) can be seen in Suppl. material 2.
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Figure 10.
Number of use cases associated with each fundamental criterion (see Suppl. material 2). As
each use case can be associated with multiple criteria, use cases may be double counted
when criteria are combined to form fundamental criterion.

4.6 Information Elements
The most used information elements (i.e. terms that represent relevant content) indicate
areas where the most effective data quality improvements could be made. The analysis of
the distribution of information elements indicated that there were a number of information
elements that had a higher number of use cases associated with them than other
information elements. These included the Darwin Core terms dwc:coordinates,
dwc:decimalLatitude and dwc:decimalLongitude (of which coordinates are composed),
dwc:scientificName, dwc:eventDate, and dwc: country (Fig. 11). The remaining information
elements were all used by fewer than one third of the documented use cases.
The mean, mode and median number of information elements per use case was
approximately nine (9.214, 9, 9 respectively), with the greatest number of elements
associated with a single use case being 45. This implies that determining fitness for use of
a record or dataset is most commonly based on nine information elements. Fig. 9 shows
the number of information elements (blue lines) associated with each use case.
The information element analysis clearly showed the importance of locality information,
indicating that improving this aspect of a record could have a significant impact on the
overall quality of the record. Coordinates, decimalLatitude and decimalLongitude all
contain location information, and their usage by almost every use case included in the
analysis shows that locality information is consistently one of the most crucial components
in determining fitness for use. When broken down into categories according to the Darwin
Core quick reference guide (Biodiversity Information Standards (TDWG) 2018), the
prevalence of location information was reinforced. The number of use cases associated
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with a Darwin Core term in the Location category was almost equal to the number of use
cases associated with a term in all the other categories combined (Fig. 12).

Figure 11.
Number of use cases associated with each Information Element (ie) (see Suppl. material 2 for
list of Information Elements). Information Elements that had fewer than three associated use
cases are not shown.

Figure 12.
Number of use cases associated with Information Elements (ie) in each Darwin Core quick
reference guide (Biodiversity Information Standards (TDWG) 2018) category.
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4.7 Dimensions
A dimension is the measureable quality of a criterion. To be able to effectively improve the
quality of the locality information available, an understanding of the importance of aspects
of locality is required. As with the information elements, there were a number of key
dimensions that were used more frequently than others (Fig. 13). A measure of the value of
the coordinates (d:coordinatesValue) was the most frequently used dimension. Not all use
cases were concerned with the value of the coordinates, however, indicating that whilst this
is important, it is not the only dimension used to determine fitness for use.

Figure 13.
Number of use cases associated with each Dimension (for a full list of dimensions, see Suppl.
material 2). Dimensions that had fewer than three associated use cases are not shown.

Each use case was associated with one of nine fundamental dimensions. 'Value' and
'Completeness' were the most commonly used fundamental dimensions (75%), indicating
that data users are often requiring certain pieces of information as a baseline, and
assessing some aspect of the value, be that it lies within a given range, or must be of a
given set of values. Fig. 14 shows the distribution of the number of use cases associated
with each fundamental dimension.

5. Data Quality Tests and Assertions: a Data Quality Solutions
Library
As noted above, evaluation of the 'quality' of data is dependent on the use to which data
will be applied. There are however generic and programmatically testable issues within
data records that will assist in evaluating fitness for use. For example, a record may
contain a latitude that doesn't match the supplied country. Experience, and the analysis of
use cases above, suggests that a standard suite of tests and resulting assertions would be
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useful in evaluating the 'fitness for use' of occurrence records for many different uses. A
basic suite of tests based on terms of the international standard, Darwin Core (Wieczorek
2006, Wieczorek et al. 2012) seemed to be a practical first step in assessing the fitness for
use of biodiversity data records. Darwin Core was an obvious scope for the tests as this
standard is by far the most used for the documentation and exchange of occurrence
records. Such a suite of tests/assertions could be used in applications from those who
collect the data through to those who want to use the data. The TDWG Data Quality
Interest Group identified the need for a Task Group to take responsibility for compiling this
core suite of tests that identified record issues and attempted to improve and report on
these issues.

Figure 14.
Distribution of the number of use cases associated with each fundamental dimension (see
Suppl. material 1 for definitions of these dimensons).

5.1 Context for the Tests and Assertions
The first step in this compilation was to review all the tests for addressing data quality,
which were currently used by data publishers such as the Atlas of Living Australia (http://
www.ala.org.au), Biodiversity Information Serving Our Nation (http://bison.usgs.gov), the
Centro de Referência em Informação Ambiental (http://www.cria.org.br), the Global
Biodiversity Information Facility (http://www.gbif.org), iDigBio (http://www.idigbio.org), and
the Ocean Biogeographic Information System (http://www.iobis.org). This review resulted in
over 200 tests with inevitable overlaps. The tests as currently implemented by these
aggregators/publishers are 'negative' in the sense that they identify issues with the record/
s. The tests can however be structured within the above FFU Framework as 'pass filters'
(Quality Assurance in the sense of the framework Veiga et al. 2017 p.3) that filter sets of
records down to just those that comply with all the requirements for quality under a
selected Profile (e.g., a set of records that are compliant with the set of validations
specified in some data quality Profile are fit for the use identified in that Profile). 'Negative'
tests can be complemented with, or phrased as, their 'positive' counterparts that better fit
the Data Quality Framework. Under the framework, a Validation reports its result values as
COMPLIANT (which we can think of as a pass condition), and NOT_COMPLIANT (which
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would be a fail or issue condition), but can also have a status indicating that prerequisites
for the test were not met, something that may also be thought of as a fail or issue
condition. Universal current usage and our experiences suggest that consumers of data
quality reports focus on warnings or error messages (Quality Control in the sense of the
Framework). Data quality control reports should thus emphasise the cases where
Validations report that data are NOT_COMPLIANT (and that prerequisites are not met),
rather than the hopefully much larger number of cases where Validations report that the
data are COMPLIANT. That is, we would hope that the number of 'issue flags' would be far
fewer than the number of 'pass flags' in any quality control report. Conversely, under
Quality Assurance, record sets are filtered to exclude all records that have a value of
NOT_COMPLIANT for any validation (which is part of the use case for the desired use of
the data). For Quality Assurance, the data consumer's interest is likely the set of
Validations for the use of the data at hand, rather than the individual issues.
Darwin Core terms can either be 'verbatim' where the values are effectively unbounded, or
bounded by some constraints. Verbatim fields such as dwc:identifiedBy cannot easily be
checked as new names must always be assumed possible. Terms such as
dwc:decimalLatitude and dwc:decimalLongitude can however be easily checked for range
bounds. This observation emphasized a known issue with many of the Darwin Core terms,
i.e., that more controlled vocabularies (Section 7) were required for some terms to
maximize data re-use. For example, for the term dwc:basisOfRecord it is recommended
that the use of the terms be limited to "PreservedSpecimen", "FossilSpecimen",
"LivingSpecimen", "HumanObservation", and "MachineObservation" but a review of the
values in GBIF and the ALA for this term reveals over 2,000 distinct values. Such
unconstrained values of many of the Darwin Core terms makes validation difficult to
impossible. The review and formulation of a standard suite of tests within the Task Group
has therefore lead to the formation of a Task Group on vocabularies of values under the
Data Quality Interest Group (see https://www.tdwg.org/community/bdq/tg-4/).
A reasonable set of criteria for including a test in the standard suite of core tests includes:
(1) tests should be simple and informative, imparting useful information about the status of
one or more term values in the record; (2) tests should be relatively easy to implement to
encourage broad application, from data collection to use evaluation; (3) tests should also
have 'power' in the sense that we would generally avoid tests where the majority of records
either passed or failed; and (4) the tests should examine terms identified as widely
important for multiple use cases as in the analysis above. We also considered tests where
we expect a "Fail" (NOT_COMPLIANT) on most records but where we intend to make a
point (e.g., where the dcterms:type value is EMPTY) about the importance of a seldom
populated term.
Ideally, assertions resulting from the tests should remain with the occurrence records. This
is true for both Quality Assurance, where the test results provide provenance for the
filtering and modification of the data set, and for Quality Control where the test results
provide guidance on improving the quality of the data set. There are, however, workflows
such as testing the mapping of data in some arbitrary schema onto Darwin Core for
exchange, which may result in multiple cycles of testing and improvement where the test
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results are of transient interest only. The test definitions themselves are largely agnostic
about the workflow context within which they are used. Generally required criteria for
amendments to correct or improve a record require a prior validation test of "Fail", a
corresponding assertion that a change was made, and a subsequent re-validation that the
amended value passed. For example, if the wrong sign on dwc:decimalLatitude was
detected because of a mismatch with the value of the term dwc:country, the sign of
dwc:decimalLatitude could be corrected and an assertion made that a proposal has been
made to amend the value of dwc:decimalLatitude and, if this proposal is accepted, the
revalidation test on dwc:decimalLatitude should report "Passed" (was COMPLIANT).
Missing (null) Darwin Core terms should not normally report NOT_COMPLIANT unless all
taxon, all spatial, or all temporal terms are missing. The reason for this is that the number
of Darwin Core terms that are completed can vary from three to over a hundred with
different Darwin Core classes being supported by different biological communities and
domains. Having a considerable number of what could be, in effect, false positives from
missing Darwin Core terms or present but EMPTY, would devalue the tests and assertions.
Thus, we excluded many possible validations of the presence of data in individual Darwin
Core terms. If however, there is no information about any of the terms in three basic
Darwin Core classes (Taxon, Event, Location), we consider fundamental data are missing
and this is flagged by an assertion (NOT_COMPLIANT).

5.2 Test Descriptions and Parameters
After a comprehensive review of tests in use, data consumer needs from the use case
analysis above, and the identification of gaps, 101 core tests were developed (developed
as issues at https://github.com/tdwg/bdq/labels/Test, and exported to https://github.com/
tdwg/bdq/blob/master/tg2/core/TG2_tests.csv). The test descriptions are included here as
Suppl. material 4. It is the intent of the task group to bring these test definitions forward for
ratification as a TDWG standard. For each test, the following standard information was
compiled, covering both elements required by the framework, and additional metadata
(Table 1).
Table 1.
Description of the terms used in the tests. A vocabulary can be found as Suppl. material 1. Fields
required by the framework are noted with an (F), fields that extend the framework are noted with an
(Ex), other fields are largely informative metadata.
Field

Description

Example

GUID

A globally unique identifier for each test,

e39098df-ef46-464c-9aef-bcdeee2a88cb

which allows software to uniquely identify
each test (and in combination with
parameter values, allows for specification
of the expectations for the behavior of a
test implementation).
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Field

Description

Example

Label

A standardised, human readable name of

"VALIDATION_BASISOFRECORD_NOTSTANDARD"

the test-assertion based on the template
OUTPUTTYPE_TERMS_RESPONSE.
These names were considered helpful for
human-human communication and to
assist with code implementation,
maintenance and searches.
Type (F)

Tests have been classified into one of three VALIDATION
FFU Framework classes: VALIDATION
(flags suspicious or invalid values in one or
more Darwin Core terms); AMENDMENT
(in terms of the framework, an
IMPROVEMENT that will result in an
AMENDMENT in a report, i.e., a change or
addition to at least one Darwin Core term);
and MEASURE (returns a numeric value,
for the tests described here; all values are
in the form of the number of tests that
conform to a criterion). In addition, some
tests are typed as NOTIFICATION (flags a
potential issue where data remains valid, a
concept outside the FFU Framework)

Information

The Darwin Core class that the test relates

Element Class

to.

Information

The specific Darwin Core terms that the

Element (F)

test takes as input.

Specification (F) A concise description of the specification of
the test for implementors, asserting the
expected response including failure
conditions in the form (for a VALIDATION)
of:

dwc:Taxon

For "VALIDATION_TAXON_AMBIGUOUS",
dwc:taxonRank
For "VALIDATION_MONTH_NOTSTANDARD",
"INTERNAL_PREREQUISITES_NOT_MET
if the field dwc:month is EMPTY;
COMPLIANT if the value of the field
dwc:month is an integer between 1 and 12
inclusive; otherwise NOT_COMPLIANT"

EXTERNAL_PREREQUISITES_NOT_MET
if <condition>;
INTERNAL_PREREQUESITES_NOT_MET
if <condition>; COMPLIANT if <condition>;
otherwise NOT_COMPLIANT.
Information
Element
Category

The information element dimension that the For
"VALIDATION_TAXONRANK_NOTSTANDARD",
test refers to among Name, Space, Time or
the Dimension is "Name"
Other
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Field

Description

Example

Data Quality

A test will focus on one of the following

Dimension (F)

scenarios based on the Data Quality

Completeness:
"VALIDATION_TAXONID_EMPTY",
Conformance:
"VALIDATION_YEAR_NOTSTANDARD",
Consistency:
"VALIDATION_EVENTDATE_INCONSISTENT",
Likeliness:
"VALIDATION_COORDINATES_ZERO",
Resolution:
"VALIDATION_DATAGENERALISATIONS_
NOTEMPTY"

Framework: "Completeness" (the extent to
which data elements are present and
sufficient); "Conformance" (Conforms to a
format, syntax, type, range, standard or to
the own nature of the information element);
"Consistency" (agreement among related
information elements in the data);
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"Likeliness" (low probability that values are
real); "Resolution" (is sufficient detail
present in the value/s - a measure the
granularity of the data).
Resource Type

Whether this test examines a single record

(F)

"SingleRecord" or a set of records

SingleRecord.

"MultiRecord". Each VALIDATION acting on
resource type SingleRecord is expected to
be accompanied by a MEASURE counting
compliance of that VALIDATION across a
MultiRecord resource.
Warning type

The nature of the flag associated with the

(Ex)

test. Possible values are "Ambiguous",

For "VALIDATION_FAMILY_NOTFOUND",
the warning is "Invalid"

"Amended", "Incomplete", "Inconsistent",
"Invalid", "Notification", "Report" and
"Unlikely".
Parameter(s)

Parameters that modify the behavior of the

(Ex)

test, along with default values or links to
source authorities

Example

A concise example of the application of the
test.

For "GEODETICDATUM_ASSUMEDDEFAULT":
"bdq:sourceAuthority =
(default = http://www.epsg.org/)".
For "MINDEPTH-MAXDEPTH_OUTOFRANGE":
"Default values bdq:minimumValidDepth = 0
and bdq:maximumValidDepth =11000"
dwc:taxonRecord="sp." becomes
dwc:taxonRank="species"

Source

The origin of the concept of the test.

Data Quality Interest Group Meeting during
the TDWG 2018 Annual Conference in
Dunedin, NZ.

References

One or more publications that relate

http://rs.gbif.org/vocabulary/gbif/rank.xml

directly to the test.
Example

A link to one or more agencies that have an https://github.com/FilteredPush/event_date_qc

Implementations implementation of the test.
(Mechanisms)
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Field

Description

Example

Link to

A link to reference code set that

Specification

demonstrates the test.

https://github.com/FilteredPush/ event_date_qc/blob/
5f2e7b30f8a8076977b2a609e0318068db80599a/src/
main/java/org/filteredpush/qc/date/
DwCEventDQ.java#L169

Source Code
Notes

Additional comments that the Task Group
believed necessary for an accurate
understanding of the test or issues that
implementers needed to be aware of.

For
"VALIDATION_COUNTRYCODE_NOTSTANDARD",
Locations outside of a jurisdiction covered by
a country code should not have a value in
the field dwc:countryCode.

Responses from each of the tests are expected to be structured data, not simple pass fail
flags, including an assertion (which can form part of a data quality report or be wrapped in
an annotation) with three components:
1.

2.

3.

Value is the returned result for the test, i.e. numeric for measures, a controlled
vocabulary (consisting of exactly COMPLIANT or NOT_COMPLIANT) for
validations, and a data structure (e.g., a list of key value pairs) for proposed
changes in amendments.
Status provides a controlled vocabulary, metadata concerning the success, failure,
or problems with the test. The Status also serves as a link to information about
warning type values and where in the future, probablistic assertions about the
likeliness of the value could be made.
Remark supplies human-readable text describing reasons for the test result output.

We are aware of the centrality of the work of the TDWG Annotations Interest Group (https:/
/github.com/tdwg/annotations) as to how the test results are reported against records. Test
results structured with these three components can be readily wrapped in the body
annotation document that follows the W3C Web Annotation Data Model (Sanderson et al.
2017), along with metadata from the Framework to describe which test is being reported
upon, and metadata within the target of the annotation to describe which data resource is
being annotated, and the state it was in at the time of annotation.
The set of core tests form a baseline Data Quality Profile thought to be broadly applicable
based on our analysis of the frequency of populated terms in the wild and the use cases
examined above, but we anticipate use case and domain-specific tests will be required. For
example, for the marine environment, a test such as “minimum depth in meters is greater
than indicated on GEBCO chart” may be appropriate. Similarly, for paleontological records
a test "If dwc:basisOfRecord="FossilSpecimen" then at least one of the terms group,
formation, member, or bed in a single record must contain a value" would be logical. We
would urge those domains/communities needing additional tests to use the template and
vocabulary defined here to ensure that a standard description of the test is consistently
documented.
We would also expect that different default values for some Darwin Core terms may be
useful for different communities. For example, WGS84 (or EPSG:4326) as a default for
dwc:geodeticDatum may be a logical default in an international context as it remains the
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default in most GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) receivers and smartphones, but
a national geodeticDatum such as GDA94 in Australia may be a more acceptable default,
or even be legislated in some circumstances.
We have flagged a subset of tests that will require the setting of a Parameter appropriate to
the environment in which the tests are run, for example:
•
•
•
•

VALIDATION_GEOGRAPHY_NOTSTANDARD
VALIDATION_CLASSIFICATION_AMBIGUOUS
AMENDMENT_YEAR_STANDARDIZED
AMENDMENT_GEODETICDATUM_ASSUMEDDEFAULT

Moreover, spatial intersections will require some form of spatial buffering. For example, the
test VALIDATION_COORDINATES_COUNTRYCODE_INCONSISTENT, without some
form of spatial buffer, will assume high accuracy and precision on both the geographic
coordinates and the available country boundaries. As this is unlikely, one needs to take
terms like dwc:coordinateUncertaintyInMeters into account, or add a default spatial buffer
to the coordinates and/or the country boundaries for the test to be meaningful in the
majority of circumstances.
The Data Quality Framework requires that a Validation be related to an Information
Element, but allows the Information Element to be specified in general terms (e.g.,
temporal information (see the Information Element Category in Table 1 and Suppl. material
4)) or in specific terms (e.g., dwc:eventDate). It is important to specify exactly which Darwin
Core terms and other resources are required for each test. Thus Information Elements for
the tests have been specified as particular Darwin Core terms. There are also specific
scope descriptors for tests that identify if a test requires access to resources beyond
available Darwin Core records. For example, the test AMENDMENT_
GEODETICDATUM_STANDARDIZED requires a lookup table/vocabulary of values of
possible geodetic datums for validation.

5.3 Test Types
We originally classified tests as having a severity of one of two states, either 'warning' or
'error', but discrimination between these states was recognised as being context
dependent. We therefore decided to use the Framework's Data Quality Dimension terms
(Veiga et al. 2017) as noted above to classify the nature of the issue that resulted in the
flagged test. The terms suggested for expected status responses for VALIDATION tests
are "Ambiguous", "Detected", "Empty", "Inconsistent", "Not found", "Not standard" and "Out
of range" (see definitions of each in Suppl. material 1). "Ambiguous" is used where the
interpretation of a Darwin Core term cannot be determined with certainty, e.g., a
dwc:eventDate of "3/6/2017" could be either March 6, 2017 or June 3, 2017. The term
"Detected" highlights where a Darwin Core term is "NOT_EMPTY" and we believe the user
of the data needs to consider the implications, for example, VALIDATION_
IDENTIFICATIONQUALIER_DETECTED highlights a potential taxonomic issue. "Empty"
similarly highlights the situation where a Darwin Core term is either not present, or has no
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value when we believe it is ideally needed, for example, "dwc:basisOfRecord is empty".
"Inconsistent" is applied where there is a difference between two or more Darwin Core
terms, for example, the supplied value for dwc:country does not match the supplied value
for dwc:countryCode. "Not found" flags the situation where a Darwin Core term cannot be
verified against an accepted source authority, for example, dwc:genus value is not found in
the accepted source taxonomic authority. "Not standard" is used when the value of a
Darwin Core term does not agree with the vocabulary in the accepted source authority or
term specification, for example, "dwc:day is not standard" if it is not an integer in the range
1–31 inclusive. "Out of range" is used where ranges are known, for example,
dwc:decimalLatitude is invalid if it is outside the range of -90 to 90 inclusive.
For AMENDMENTs, the responses are "Assumed default", "Converted", "Standardized"
and "Transposed" (see definitions of each in Suppl. material 1). "Assumed default" occurs
when a Darwin Core term is empty and we want to flag that an assumed value will be
used, for example, if dwc:geodeticDatum is "EMPTY", it may be assumed to be for
example, "WGS84" (EPSG:4326). "Converted" is used to flag that some form of coordinate
conversion
has
been
applied,
for
example,
for
AMENDMENT_
COORDINATES_CONVERTED, we may convert dwc:decimalLatitude and dwc:
decimalLongitude with a dwc:geodeticDatum of "GDA94" to "WGS84(EPSG:4326)". Note
that we would align with the broader community to always recommend that original values
are never overwritten. "Standardized" is the response where we have considered the input
values and have successfully converted one or more to a standard form, for example,
"dwc:basisOfRecord standardized from the Darwin Core vocabulary of accepted values".
Several amendments take the form "...from X" where X is a Darwin Core term, as in for
example, "dwc:eventDate from dwc:verbatimEventDate".
MEASUREs were devised that summarised test results for each record (and can be
accumulated across multiple records). Definitions of terms are in Suppl. material 1:
1.

The number of validation tests that returned COMPLIANT,

2.

The number of validation tests that returned NOT_COMPLIANT,

3.

The number of validation tests that returned PREREQUISITESNOTMET,

4.

The number of amendments PROPOSED and

5.

The dwc:eventDate precision in seconds.

NOTIFICATIONs give only one response: 'NOTEMPTY' (see Suppl. material 1), for
example, "dwc:dataGeneralizations NOTEMPTY" to flag to the user of the data that they
need to consider the validity of the data for their purpose.
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5.4 Implementation
We would strongly encourage the application of the core tests from data source to data
use. For example, applying the tests as close as possible to the point of origin will short
circuit the need for biodiversity data aggregators such as GBIF, the ALA and iDigBio to
redirect records with issues resulting from the application of the tests back to the point of
origin. In many cases, the ‘point of origin’ may no longer exist. Data capture tools such as
iNaturalist, Project Noah, BioCollect, OzAtlas, etc. should ideally run the tests as data are
entered into the application. Early detection of problems provides the most efficient way of
addressing them. At the time of writing, GBIF, the ALA, and iDigBio have agreed to
implement the core tests once they are finalized by the TDWG Data Quality Tests and
Assertions Task Group. We also see the utility in making the tests available in a standard
form via APIs, such as those used by GBIF (rGBIF: https://cran.r-project.org/web/
packages/rgbif/index.html) and the ALA (ALA4R: https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/
ALA4R/index.html and http://api.ala.org.au).
Under some serial workflow forms of implementation, many of the tests have other tests as
prerequisites, for example, “AMENDMENT_BASISOFRECORD_STANDARDIZED” has as
a prerequisite the test “VALIDATION_BASISOFRECORD_NOTSTANDARD”. We have
documented the order of all prerequisites for implementers, should they choose to perform
a single sequence of tests. However, the expected use of a set of tests is to run all
VALIDATIONS and all MEASURES (potentially in parallel on a data set) to produce a preamendment view of the quality of the data, then to run all AMENDMENTS, and then to rerun all VALIDATIONS and all MEASURES to produce a post-amendment view of the
quality of the data. Also, the order in which amendments to add data are run may be
important. For example, if dwc:eventDate is empty, an attempt to populate it should firstly
be from dwc:verbatimEventDate; if that is not possible, then from dwc:year,
dwc:startDayOfYear and dwc:endDayOfYear, then if that is not possible from dwc:year,
dwc:month and dwc:day. This is a particular caution to implementers who wish to run the
tests in parallel.

6. Case Studies - Validating Date Fields using Core Tests and
Assertions
While developing the test and assertion definitions, two case studies were undertaken
using snapshots (GBIF 2019a and GBIF 2019c) of data from the GBIF occurrence data
store. These case studies served to not only exercise the tests on large datasets, but also
to show the results of a few of the tests on data before and after the GBIF interpretation
process (GBIF 2019b). The case studies were performed with the event date-related tests,
none of which require an external vocabulary. In one case, tests were run with the Java
event_date_qc library (Morris 2019) on a workstation producing framework formatted
results; in the other case, tests were run using Structured Query Language (SQL) on a
copy of a snapshot loaded into Google BigQuery (Sato 2012).
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Perhaps the most important outcome from the case studies was that the process of
developing implementations provided feedback for both the test definitions and the
development of the framework. Several rounds of redefinition and implementation were
needed to make the tests complete, consistent, and able to be implemented in multiple
technical scenarios.

6.1 Developing Date tests in the Kurator project
Prior to the formation of the TDWG Data Quality Interest Group, the FilteredPush Project
(Morris et al. 2014) produced a data quality tool named FP-Akka (Morris et al. 2017). This
tool included a large monolithic component for performing a set of tests on the value found
in dwc:eventDate. This component concealed the complexity and linkages of this set of
tests, and reported the results of these tests as a single data quality assertion. Over the
course of the Kurator project (Morris et al. 2018), and in interactions with the Data Quality
Interest Group and Tests and Assertions Task Group (TG2), this code was rewritten as a
separate library of multiple small atomic tests, each following the (evolving) test definitions
formulated by TG2. This library is the product: event_date_qc (Morris 2019 written in Java,
available from the Maven central repository (Sonatype, Inc. 2011)). The process of
developing the event_date_qc library involved multiple informative feedback loops with the
process of defining standard tests in TG2.
The EventDate test actor (Morris et al. 2019) in FP-Akka made limited assertions (e.g.,
record is good, or record has a problem), but behind each assertion was a complex flow
chart where many tests were performed to reach the conclusion that a record had a
problem. Each test added to a long string of comments that accompanied the assertion,
with the simple assertions masking the complexity underlying each. This comment set was
provided to TG2, but proved difficult to compare with the other tests and was not included
in the analysis above.
To approach the rewriting of this actor to provide tests consistent with the TG2 defintitions,
we began by separating the actor out into multiple distinct tests, each developed from daterelated issues observed in a few data sets (Harvard University Herbaria, Museum of
Comparative Zoology, Southwest Collections of Arthropod Networks (SCAN), InvertEBase)
and from test definitions developed in TG2, working with the Fitness for Use Framework
(Veiga et al. 2017) (TG1) to develop test descriptions and responses in terms of the
framework. We were thus led to a design that was test driven, with unit tests phrasing
problems and expected solutions, and a division between low level library of methods
containing test logic (e.g., is a text string in the form of an ISO date) separatated from the
concerns of working with Darwin Core data inputs and reporting results in a manner
consistent with the framework. This allows the library to provide low level tests independent
of the framework, tests meeting the framework expectations, and to integrate into arbitrary
data mapping and execution frameworks (such as within a Kurator actor within the Kurator
workflow system (McPhillips et al. 2017)). The Kurator project also developed two libraries
for working with framework concepts, and an OWL (Web Ontology Language)
representation of the framework (Lowery et al. 2016 and Morris and Lowery 2018).
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Key to the process of developing the test implementations and unit tests for these
implementations were multiple feedback loops between TG2 discussions and code
development, including running implementations of proposed test definitions on data.
Similarly feedback loops examining the needs of reporting results to end users improved
the TG1 framework development.
We encountered challenges along this path. These included changing the test definitions
and framework, being moving targets for the implementation of test code, and the
acquisition and development of suitable data for testing the implementation. In addition,
understanding the framework and getting others to understand the framework proved a
significant challenge. This was highlighted by repeated discussions within the task group of
the nature of positive and negative assertions, the framework being designed around the
positive concept of data having quality, while most of the participants in the task group
were much more comfortable thinking about the negative sense of detection of errors in
data.
Over the course of the feedback loops of test description and implementation, we settled
on the following decisions:
1.

2.

3.
4.

Define small tests that are simple, not large tests embedding complex logic. Small
tests can be mixed and matched in data quality profiles. Many small tests produce
more assertions than large complex tests, but the simpler assertions are easier for
data curators to understand and act upon. Small tests are much simpler for
implementors to develop and maintain, and are much more likely to produce
consistent results across different implementations.
Tests phrased as validations rather than issues. Most of the existing data quality
tests that TG2 started examining were phrased in a negative sense, as issues,
whereas the framework initially only allowed for the descriptions of data quality in a
positive sense (see discussion under section 5.1).
Amendments paired with validations, as discussed in section 5.4.
Some tests must be able to take parameters to control the expected behavior when
called for by differing use cases. We started out with a position that all
implementors of a test should produce the same results on a given input data set,
then realised that some tests are likely to use different authorities for different
implementors, such as tests of scientific names, where the ALA is likely to want to
test against an authoritative list of Australian taxa, while GBIF is likely to want to
test against GBIF's backbone taxonomy. This led us to rapidly think about a subset
of the tests needing to take parameters, and a guarantee of identical output for
identical inputs - including the test parameters, vocabulary versions, and
description of the inputs.

Deciding how to test whether or not some implementation of a set of tests produces the
expected results is a challenge. For most of the tests, a unit testing approach is likely to be
most effective, with unit tests examining the outputs of individual simple tests for a range of
inputs, with the results (both values and status metadata) being known for each input.
Such unit tests are relatively straightforward to implement for some tests, such as a
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validation that tests to see if the value of dwc:day is in range (i.e., an integer in the range 1
to 31 inclusive). Other tests, such as an amendment that proposes a value for
dwc:eventDate based on the value found in dwc:verbatimEventDate, are much less
feasible to evaluate exhaustively for both expected good results and expected failure
conditions. Unit tests by implementors would allow us to avoid the additional complexity of
developing complete test data sets and files containing expected outputs to validate the
behavior of implementations of test suites (where, among other issues, an implementation
may not guarantee the output order of result rows from run to run). If entire test data sets
are developed, then we note that it is important to be able to unambiguously mark test data
as being synthetic, or being synthetically modified from actual data, to reduce the risk of
synthetic test data sets being incorporated by mistake into scientific analyses.
Data quality test results could be produced in multiple forms, for quality control purposes;
they could be presented as detailed reports on data sets for consumption by the curators of
the database of record for those data sets, or they could be attached as annotations to
copies of the data. In anticipation of this use, we developed an RDF representation of the
framework, and of data quality results from the framework, with the expectation that data
quality assertions could be wrapped in W3C annotations. In data quality control reports, it
is likely that the subset of records of most interest are those for which validations are not
compliant pre-amendment, but are compliant post-amendment (that is, the records for
which amendments propose changes that improve the quality of the data for the core
fitness purposes). For quality assurance (QA) purposes, reports could potentially have
much simpler summaries of measures of the percent of records in the data set (100% for
QA) that comply with the validations that test if the data are fit for the use.
Over the course of the rounds of developing test definitions and implementing tests, we
developed a set of tools to support the coding and test result production including
annotations for the Java code implementation of the tests that link particular Java class
methods to particular tests, an RDF representation of the framework, and a tool to
generate RDF descriptors and stub Java code of tests from a CSV representation of test
descriptions (Table 1).

6.2 Java Case Study
The Java event_date_qc library (Morris 2019), implements all of the time-related tests from
the core test set (as well as a few others that are no longer core). These were run on a
data set of all specimen-based occurrence records from GBIF as of August 2019 (GBIF
2019a - 170,724,036 occurrence records where dwc:basisOfRecord is dwc:
PreservedSpecimen or dwc:basisOfRecord is dwc:FossilSpecimen, https://doi.org/
10.15468/dl.bwcpqx). The results of this run are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2.
Results of a run of event_date_qc on about 170 million specimen-based occurrence records from
GBIF (GBIF 2019a).
Result Status

Result Value

Pre-

Post

Percent

Amendment

Amendment

Change

Test: VALIDATION_EVENT_EMPTY
HAS_RESULT

COMPLIANT

HAS_RESULT

NOT_COMPLIANT

133,438,715

133,438,715

0.00%

36,455,664

36,455,664

0.00%

Test: VALIDATION_EVENTDATE_EMPTY
HAS_RESULT

COMPLIANT

93,764,511

130,667,642

21.72%

HAS_RESULT

NOT_COMPLIANT

76,129,868

39,226,737

-21.72%

Test: VALIDATION_EVENTDATE_EMPTY
DATA_PREREQUISITES_NOT_MET --

76,129,868

392,26,737

-21.72%

HAS_RESULT

COMPLIANT

74,990,834

123,912,003

28.80%

HAS_RESULT

NOT_COMPLIANT

18,773,677

6,755,639

-7.07%

Test: VALIDATION_EVENTDATE_OUTOFRANGE
DATA_PREREQUISITES_NOT_MET --

94,903,545

45,982,376

-28.80%

HAS_RESULT

COMPLIANT

74,492,269

123,342,156

28.75%

HAS_RESULT

NOT_COMPLIANT

498,565

569,847

0.04%

110,520,256

44,225,051

-39.02%

Test: VALIDATION_EVENT_INCONSISTENT
DATA_PREREQUISITES_NOT_MET -HAS_RESULT

COMPLIANT

47,957,506

116,519,824

40.36%

HAS_RESULT

NOT_COMPLIANT

11,416,617

9,149,504

-1.33%

Test: VALIDATION_EVENT_INCONSISTENT
DATA_PREREQUISITES_NOT_MET --

81,675,691

43,361,643

-22.55%

HAS_RESULT

COMPLIANT

86,848,963

125,637,244

22.83%

HAS_RESULT

NOT_COMPLIANT

1,369,725

895,492

-0.28%

93,300,36

126,852,070

19.75%

76,594,013

43,042,309

-19.75%

43,504,761

-19.75%

Test: VALIDATION_YEAR_EMPTY
HAS_RESULT

COMPLIANT

HAS_RESULT

NOT_COMPLIANT

Test: VALIDATION_YEAR_OUTOFRANGE
DATA_PREREQUISITES_NOT_MET --

77,056,465
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Result Value

HAS_RESULT

COMPLIANT

HAS_RESULT

NOT_COMPLIANT

Pre-

Post

Percent

Amendment

Amendment

Change

92,495,590

125,534,971

19.45%

342,324

854,647

0.30%

Test: VALIDATION_DAY_NOTSTANDARD
DATA_PREREQUISITES_NOT_MET --

87,302,430

43,502,938

-25.78%

HAS_RESULT

COMPLIANT

81,180,819

124,980,313

25.78%

HAS_RESULT

NOT_COMPLIANT

1,411,130

1,411,128

0.00%

We draw attention to a few of the results shown in Table 2. VALIDATION_EVENT_EMPTY,
which tests for some value in at least one of the dwc:Event terms, shows a 0% percent
change pre- and post-amendment, as there are no amendments that are able to propose
values from elsewhere in Darwin Core, if there are no values in any of the dwc:Event
terms, then none are inferred. There are other possible amendments that could propose
values for an event date from other data, such as inferring a possible range of dates
collected from a collector name (Dou et al. 2012). In contrast, the results of
VALIDATION_EVENTDATE_EMPTY, which tests whether dwc:eventDate contains a value,
has an increase of 21.7% compliance pre- and post-amendment, as in many cases values
for dwc:eventDate could be inferred from values in dwc:day, dwc:month, dwc:year,
dwc:startDayOfYear, dwc:endDayOfYear, and dwc:verbatimEventDate. This increase is
mirrored in VALIDATION_EVENTDATE_NOTSTANDARD, where the cases of
prerequisites not met (no value present in dwc:eventDate) pre- and post-amendment
decrease 21.7%, while the compliant cases increase by some 28%, adding the populated
dwc:eventDate values to ones that have been standardized by other amendments.

6.3 SQL Case Study
A snapshot of the entirety of the GBIF occurrence data store as of 15 April 2019
(1,213,409,995 occurrence records https://doi.org/10.15468/dl.5pmzev) (GBIF 2019c) was
exported by GBIF as a set of Apache Avro files, which were loaded into a table in Google
BigQuery. From this table, distinct combinations of the date-related dwc:Event terms
(v_eventdate, v_year, v_month, v_day, v_verbatimeventdate, year, month, day,
v_startdayofyear, v_enddayofyear) were extracted into a new table ('gbif_dates') along with
the number of corresponding occurrence records ('occcount'). This table was queried using
SQL statements (see Suppl. material 3) constructed to extract the number of occurrence
records matching the expected responses for a set of 9 event date-related validation tests.
The tests run were: EVENT_EMPTY, EVENTDATE_EMPTY, EVENTDATE_
NOTSTANDARD,
EVENTDATE_OUTOFRANGE,
EVENTDATE_INCONSISTENT,
YEAR_EMPTY,
YEAR_NOTSTANDARD,
MONTH_NOTSTANDARD
and
DAY_
NOTSTANDARD. Two dwc:eventDate tests (TG2_VALIDATION_EVENTDATE_OUTOFRA
NGE and TG2_VALIDATION_EVENTDATE_INCONSISTENT) were omitted due to the
complexity of implementing them using SQL queries. The GBIF data processing pipeline
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(GBIF April 2019) produces three event date-related fields (year, month, day) in addition to
those acquired from the original sources. For these three fields we ran the tests
appropriate to those terms for both the original and interpreted data (Suppl. material 3).
For each test we obtained counts of occurrence records for the categories of expected
response (INTERNAL_PREREQUISITES_NOT_MET, NOT_COMPLIANT, COMPLIANT)
from which we calculated the percent of occurrence records in the snapshot (Table 3).
Corresponding numbers are found in the Suppl. material 3. In some cases, it was not
possible to distinguish between results from the categories INTERNAL_
PREREQUISITES_NOT_MET and NOT_COMPLIANT, because in the GBIF snapshot we
did not have access to the original data, so we were unable to determine if an EMPTY
value was due to a missing value or a missing field. In these cases the results for the two
categories are combined. The tests for year, month and day were run against the values
from the source (v_year, v_month, v_day) as well as against the GBIF-interpreted values
(year, month, and day). The significant decrease in percentages in the category
INTERNAL_ PREREQUISITES_NOT_MET between the corresponding tests is due to the
fact that GBIF processing is able to interpret the verbatim event fields and provide year,
month and day when they were not given explicitly in v_year, v_month, and v_day. The
results from the GBIF-interpreted values (year, month, day) are in parentheses in Table 3.
The full results are given in Suppl. material 3.
Table 3.
Percentages of occurrence records in 2019-04-15 snapshot of GBIF-mediated data (GBIF 2019c)
that fit the three categories of expected responses for each of the event date-related validation
tests run. Results of the tests that were run against the GBIF interpreted versions of the data are
included in parentheses. Counts can be found in (Suppl. material 3). (NA = not applicable; ND = not
determined)
TG2_VALIDATION Test

INTERNAL_PREREQUISITES_NOT_MET NOT_COMPLIANT COMPLIANT

EVENT_EMPTY

NA

5.8%

94.2%

EVENTDATE_EMPTY

NA

55.4%

44.6%

EVENTDATE_NOTSTANDARD 55.4%

3.6%

41.4%

EVENTDATE_OUTOFRANGE

55.4%

ND

ND

EVENTDATE_INCONSISTENT

77.1%

ND

ND

YEAR_EMPTY

NA

28.3% (7.6%)

71.7% (92.4%)

YEAR_NOTSTANDARD

28.3% (7.6%)

0.2% (0%)

71.5% (92.4%)

MONTH_NOTSTANDARD

30.5% (9.9%)

0.2% (0%)

69.3% (90.1%)

DAY_NOTSTANDARD

31.7% (10.8%)

0.1% (0%)

68.1% (89.2%)

In this case study we have applied event date-related validation tests against a large body
of aggregated biodiversity occurrence data. The purpose was not to explore in-depth the
underlying causes for the state of data quality found, but rather to show that data quality
validation tests can be applied even at the largest of scales via an alternative
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implementation. Nevertheless, it is clear from the before and after year month and day
tests that GBIF's data aggregation pipeline has a significant positive effect on improving
the quality of the data for these concepts.

7. Developing Controlled Vocabularies of Values
Over many years of working with biodiversity data, the community has repeatedly come to
the conclusion that it is of pressing importance to have shared vocabularies. This
conclusion also arises from the work of building the Tests and Assertions, where 32 of the
core tests have been identified as needing a controlled vocabulary. To put it in general
terms, in any process of sharing information, the sender and the receiver of the information
need to use common codes and signifiers for it to be of any use to the receiver. The
representation of this relationship (proposed by Ogden and Richards 1923) is a triangle,
composed of a symbol, a thought and a referent (Fig. 15). The symbol can be pictured as a
word (e.g., “tree”), the thought would be the ideal representation of the word (e.g., our
mental representation of a tree), and the referent would be the real object to which both the
symbol and the thought are related (e.g., the tree itself as the object). In this context, we
can have full vocabularies that are accumulations of symbols, sets of words that describe
thoughts and have referents. Vocabularies can be restricted to certain portions of our
universe and apply at different scales of our description of the world. For instance, we can
have vocabularies to describe geographical administrative divisions (“continent”, “country”,
“municipality”, etc.) and other, more specific vocabularies to describe elements within those
administrative divisions (“Africa”, “Asia”; “Nigeria”, “Indonesia”, etc.). There are cases in
which the triangle symbol-thought-referent may turn into more complex shapes (Fig. 15).
Among these cases are the polysemy, homonymy and synonymy. Polysemy happens
when more than one thought and referent are related to a symbol (i.e., the same word,
having the same etymology - that is, the same origin, describes more than one concept).
An example of it is the word “wood”, with a single origin in Germanic language, wudu in old
English, and that can be applied to a piece of a tree or to an area with many trees (Fig.
15B). Homonymy also happens when there is more than one thought and referent related
to a symbol, but the symbols have different etymologies (i.e., the same word, with different
etymology, describes distinct concepts). An example of it is the word “bank”, from Old
Norse “bakki” to describe the side of a river or lake, from Latin “bancus” to describe a
financial institution (Fig. 15D). Finally, synonymy happens when one thought and referent
are described by more than one symbol (i.e., a single concept represented by different
words). An example of this case would be the words “freedom” and “liberty”, both referring
to the quality or state of being free (Fig. 15C).
The sharing of biodiversity information is not free of the complexities described above. We
face the same problem of the receiver understanding the sender’s message, effectively
capturing its meaning, despite homonymy, polysemy and synonymy. Furthermore,
understanding the meaning sometimes requires expert knowledge. For communication to
be effective, we need to decide on common vocabularies that unequivocally refer us to the
same concepts.
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Figure 15.
(A) Semantics triangle and exemplary cases of (B) polysemy, synonymy (C) and (D)
homonymy.

The biodiversity data community has agreed upon some vocabularies for sharing
information, i.e., biodiversity data standards for sharing information, among which the
Darwin Core standard (Wieczorek et al. 2012) is the most widely used. This standard is a
set of terms and definitions related to biodiversity data, and its terms can be thought of as
the names of the columns in a spreadsheet where we are capturing data. For example,
there are terms such as dwc:catalogNumber, dwc:genus, dwc:stateProvince*1. This allows
us to capture and share certain information that we agree belongs under one of those
terms. For example, we agree that if we have a record of an organism that is a female, we
will share the fact that it is a female under the “sex” term (dwc:sex term in Darwin Core).
However, we have not yet reached an agreement about how to express the value per se.
For instance, we could represent female with the words “female”, “fem.”, “f.”, and all the
possible variants that derive from the different forms of abbreviation of the word in
combination with the language (e.g., in Spanish it would be “hembra”, or “h.”, and so forth).
For relatively simple concepts, such as the sex of an individual, one may think that the
possible variants are finite, and that they would only be referring to a handful of concepts,
to which most people can easily relate (in the example, the concept female). For some
other concepts there may be variation derived from the use of the same words in certain
languages to describe different concepts (homonymy or polysemy) (see Fig. 15). We could
think of one kind of behaviour as an example. If the information is that an animal was
taking in food, we may capture it under the term behavior in different ways: “feeding”,
“eating”. “Eating” raises no doubt about the subject receiving the food, but “feeding” may
well mean that the animal is feeding itself or others. Therefore, in the latter case we are
using the same word to describe different behaviors, ultimately different concepts
(polysemy). The reverse, using different words to describe the same concept (synonymy),
is also common. In turn, the worst case appears when different people accept different
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definitions of a particular concept. This is often bound to expert knowledge needing to
define and understand a concept. One of the most intricate examples of complex concepts
are biological taxonomies, encompassing how we name distinct species and species
concepts.
With all the above in mind, it appears evident that faithful communication of a piece of
biodiversity information among people is not trivial, and computers can add to the
complexity. People working with biodiversity data have already learnt to discern concepts
and words, but computers still need to undergo that learning process. For example, an
English speaking person can confidently interpret “f.” as “female” meaning female if they
see it written under the sex term, but a computer needs to be told in advance that “f.” is a
variant of “female” and that “female” means female. This would allow it to show the variants
as representing the same concept and to relate them to other concepts (such as, for
example, “has gynoecium” if it is an angiosperm plant). In this sense, semantics and
ontologies play a central role in providing strict word/concept definitions and establishing
the relationships between them, which can be used by computers. Several ontologies are
being developed that refer to biological concepts, such as the description of organisms in
collections (e.g., Biological Collections Ontology, BCO), and the description of ecological
processes (e.g., Environment Ontology, ENVO, Buttigieg et al. 2013). Although much work
has been done in this respect, we currently do not possess a full suite of vocabularies to
apply uniformly across the biodiversity data community.
It is worth asking why we consider the lack of vocabularies to be a data quality issue and
what the consequences are of not having common vocabularies. Firstly, heterogeneity in
the data (i.e., presence of variants for certain values) renders data less discoverable and
very difficult to use. This heterogeneity works against application of the FAIR data
principles (Wilkinson et al. 2016), particularly those that expect data to be findable and
reusable, but also by extension affecting accessibility and interoperability when using the
data. Revisiting the sex example, if a researcher were to filter a database using the word
“female”, records that refer to females but that have “f.” as a sex value would not be
returned. Also, even if they retrieved all possible records to avoid that gap, they would
currently have to manually determine what “f.” (or “h.” in Spanish) stands for. Without
common vocabularies, and the capture of information in myriad ways, we risk being
incomplete and inaccurate in our transmission of information. If we cannot be certain that a
particular value unambiguously refers to a particular concept, we cannot assert that a
record containing such value could reliably be used for a particular purpose. It is in this
context that, where possible, the construction and use of vocabularies of values, including
an explicit declaration of usage, represents a matter of data quality.
There are already many vocabularies of values used by the biodiversity data community.
However, to date, those vocabularies are only used by certain portions of the community,
there is no general consensus, and there is no single repository enabling the exploration of
the available resources. While some of the available vocabularies are discipline-specific
(e.g., vocabulary to describe life stages in marine organisms), many that could be applied
more broadly remain independent and scattered. Additionally, similar lists of terms that
refer to the same concepts can be found in different languages, but disconnected from one
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another. Several reasons may account for this current state of vocabularies, spanning from
economical limitations (lack of resources to allocate to merging initiatives) to social/
personal impediments (where certain sectors of the community are disinclined to adopt
new community-driven practices). Irrespective of these causes, there is a growing
acknowledgement of the need for consensus.
The TDWG Data Quality Interest Group has begun to tackle this problem, with the aim of
creating a suitable environment for thought and development of vocabularies of values.
Accordingly, a new task group has been established to: (1) prepare a scoping document to
determine the types of vocabularies needed (including multi-lingual approaches) and the
strategy for organizing the construction and/or management of new/existing vocabularies;
(2) develop a common repository to store vocabularies and/or link to existing ones; (3)
develop a standard format for building TDWG vocabularies; and (4) develop an exemplary
vocabulary following a standard format. These actions aim at providing the community with
a framework to work and build upon vocabularies of values to foster better understanding
and interoperability. As a data quality problem, the availability and use of vocabularies of
values is necessary for testing and asserting the fitness of biodiversity data for particular
purposes, which are central to the activities of the Data Quality Interest Group and of
TDWG as a whole.

8. Discussion: global implications and future directions
In this paper we present a data quality framework and a series of use cases, and show
how the framework can be used to make consistent descriptions of data quality tests, how
the tests can be applied to assess and enhance real world data through an example
implementation, and how the results can be phrased in the vocabulary of the framework.
The aim has been to gain more consistency between data publishers in relation to
evaluation of data fitness for use, to make the data more trustworthy, and to maximise the
potential re-use of data. The approach is to target data providers, data users, and data
aggregators.
Data producers may, in the majority of cases, be the best suited to determine the quality of
their own records (e.g., they know the exact location where they collected a specimen; the
date on which they made an observation). Unfortunately, in the majority of cases data
producers may not be available to perform data quality checks. In reality, the closest to the
source that one may reasonably get are the data providers (which may or may not be the
primary data producers). Being closest to the source, they uniquely possess knowledge
beyond the record level that can inform data quality evaluations and may be able to
improve the data quality. This makes data providers a key target of the work presented
here. Although it is expected that aggregators will have greater capacity than individual
data providers to perform certain operations on the data records, there is still information
currently only available from data providers. A classic example comes from natural history
collections, where errors in coordinates arise from misinterpretations of the collector’s
handwriting, and which might be known to curators (e.g., substitution of a “1” for a “7”).
Even where aggregators have full capabilities for dealing with all data quality aspects,
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repatriation of corrected/enhanced data to the data providers remains a broadly unsolved
challenge. These arguments reinforce the idea that improving data quality as close to the
source as possible is highly recommended (Chapman 2005a, Belbin et al. 2013).
For data users, the proposed framework, tests and profiles offer the possibility of choosing
which data to use according to their data quality needs and adjusting the tests and profiles
in accordance. It is likely that a large proportion of users would demand similar data quality
checks (e.g., missing or mismatching coordinates, missing or ambiguous dates,
unrecognised scientific names). In this sense, it would seem most appropriate, or at least
most efficient, that aggregators are the ones tasked with the implementation of the tests,
reporting on the quality of the data, and allowing for searches using specific quality filters.
This would be especially true for assessing presence/absence of values, levels of precision
and levels of confidence in a consistent way. However, for those researchers who require
different or more exhaustive data quality checks, the framework, tests and profiles still offer
the standardised foundation upon which to base a custom implementation. As more and
different types of data become available, it is possible that the kinds of questions that are
asked will become more specific and complex. In this sense, it is fundamental to enable
users to adjust at their own pace, while aggregators make these capabilities broadly
available through large-scale processing.
Data aggregators play a fundamental role in exposing data more widely, assessing and
where possible, improving the 'quality' of data. The work presented here describes the
foundations for standardised data quality practices that can be replicated across data
publishers, and in this case, across aggregators. To aggregators, this work provides a
framework with covenanted terminology that should improve interoperability. Also, it
provides definitions for a core set of tests that the community has highlighted as essentially
relevant for the most common uses, therefore setting, from the bottom-up, the minimum
data quality tests that the community would expect to have implemented. The profiles, in
turn, are also those most commonly wanted by the community, and provide an indication of
how we could offer data that is more likely to be suited for particular uses. It is expected
that aggregators would adopt these standardisations and make them part of their
workflows, so that, independently of the implementation processes they each run, the
users can be assured that they are getting data that has undergone conceptually the same
basic analyses and modifications, regardless of the aggregator consulted.
The implementation of the core tests and assertions by aggregators will greatly help to
align 'data quality' reporting. Data providers, however, may not have the resources to either
react to the increasing numbers of reports or to implement the tests themselves, or may
not have the processes in place to repatriate the data into their own databases. We would
hope, however that data providers would see the considerable ongoing cost-benefits of
incorporating the tests into their infrastructure over the long term.
A key to solving data quality issues is the actual implementation of the concepts presented
here. Developing a single standardised implementation is not possible in the short term
because of the diversity of infrastructures among aggregators. It is clear, however, that a
natural next step would be to standardise and thoroughly document a core set of
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expectations for the behavior of implementations of standard test definitions, including
specifications of expected outputs for particular inputs. Such a set of explicit expectations
for the behavior of test implementations would allow tests to be independently
implemented across aggregators, yet have different implementors make consistent
assertions. This would include a consistent methodology for documenting and reporting
data quality assertions, including in reports and in annotations. In the near future, it might
be a responsibility of the aggregators, and an overall community effort to do data quality
processing in a centralised index. Improved data could later be re-ingested by any given
aggregator to display in any way they deem appropriate. Having only a set of consistent
core test definitions, and a description of the expected response structure from a test, we
are some steps away from that ideal scenario, but important progress has been made
towards that purpose. For instance, in 2018, during the second Global Biodiversity
Informatics Conference (GBIC2, Hobern et al. 2019), the community agreed upon the
importance of taking collaborative approaches to design, fund, implement and sustain
infrastructure components and tools required by multiple stakeholders, and much was
discussed about centralising processes that are broadly utilised.
Moving forward it will become relevant to review whether the use of the Darwin Core
standard remains an appropriate and sufficient way to share biodiversity data, and to
complement it or replace it as appropriate. Also, it will be of special interest to focus on
precision and uncertainty in the resolution of data quality issues. Over time, and as more
data become available and are semantically interconnected, it will become more important
to evaluate and declare the references, particularly linked open data used in data quality
resolutions, and to provide confidence levels associated with a given result. For instance, it
should be possible to answer questions such as: what is being referenced, how precise is
the determination, what is the level of confidence in this determination, and what evidence
feeds into the assessment.
This initiative provides a necessary baseline. Ideally, the data quality issue would be
approached from multiple perspectives, providing all stakeholders with tools that respond
to their different needs and degrees of expertise. Such actions could include: (a) fostering
the completion and continuous improvement of resources such as the Catalogue of Life
(Catalogue of Life 2019); (b) unifying data indexing as a shared enterprise delivering
persistently identified records; (c) reporting directly inside repositories on missing elements
that would improve the interpretability of data; (d) facilitating metadata-level defaulting of
values not contained in records; (e) supporting post-publication completion/amendment of
data records by community consensus; and (f) providing data publication tools that allow
researchers to publish exactly what they have in exactly the structure they have it, with
clear reporting of how the data will be interpreted as Darwin Core records, with tools for
them to adjust this interpretation. The impact of any of these individual actions will be
dependent on the extent to which community amalgamation is attained.
It is hoped and anticipated that the processes outlined within this paper will contribute
substantially, and lead to increased consistency at all levels, from local and regional
collections institutions, national initiatives such as the ALA and iDigBio, domain-specific
initiatives such as VertNet, and globally through GBIF and OBIS, etc. The eventual
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incorporation of the tests into software systems such as iNaturalist, Specify, Symbiota,
Brahms, and others would go a long way toward having the tests conducted close to the
source, which would be an ideal outcome. Some citizen science initiatives such as
iNaturalist and eBird, have expressed an interest in incorporating the tests into their data
quality control systems, thus expanding the concepts to observation data, beyond physical
specimens. While the community is focusing on finding the best ways to collaborate, the
work presented here sets a broad conceptual schema around which a formalisation can be
built that will assist in achieving the higher integrated goal.

9. Conclusion
There is a great need for a framework and standards to address the quality of the billions
of biodiversity data records being openly shared. The process of developing those
standards to cater to all levels of the data chain—from collection, through curation and
storage, publication, aggregation and finally to the end users—is complex. The TDWG
Data Quality Interest Group has addressed this process by developing an overall fitness for
use framework, extracting and studying use cases, developing a core set of tests and
assertions, and beginning the process of developing vocabularies of values. The progress
presented in this paper represents many person-years of effort, but much work remains to
be done. For example, we need to develop test datasets, plan and organise for the
development of essential vocabularies of values, and bring together the many stakeholders
and custodians to ensure all data records have maximum potential for re-use. The Task
Group on Tests and Assertions has concentrated on the core set of tests, but additionally
there are hundreds of tests that were set aside as not being essential across domains,
being too complex to implement widely, or not sufficiently powerful or discriminating. To
make all this work, we need to develop efficient feedback mechanisms. We hope that the
use of standard annotations (being developed by the TDWG Annotations Interest Group)
will greatly help with this. We also recognise the significance of Globally Unique Identifiers
(GUIDs) at the record level for feedback mechanisms to work best, so we would urge
institutions and others to begin this process as soon as practical.
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Endnotes
*1
*2

Where dwc: means the namespace http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/terms/. See the discussion
in the Darwin Core RDF Guide (Darwin Core and RDF/OWL Task Groups 2015)
We refer to tests meaning the three layers that span the framework (Veiga 2016, Veiga
et al. 2017) as Measures, Validations, and in the third layer, Amendments. Elements in
this third layer, however, in the description of Data Quality needs, are termed
Improvements, i.e., descriptions of means by which arbitrary data might be improved
for some use. However, in the description of Data Quality reports that are termed
Amendments, these are proposals for how specific data can be changed to improve
its quality for some use. In developing the tests and assertions we tend to informally
use Amendments as a synonym for both Improvements and Amendments.

